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Psychotherapist Michael Pond is no stranger to the devastating consequences of alcoholism.

He has helped hundreds of people conquer their addictions, but this knowledge did not prevent

his own near-demise. In this riveting memoir, he recounts how he lost his practice, his home,

and his family—all because of his drinking. After scores of visits to the ER, a tour of hellish

recovery homes, a stint in intensive care for end-stage alcoholism, and jail, Pond devised his

own personal plan for recovery. He met Maureen Palmer and together they investigated

scientific alternatives to the rigid abstinence doctrine pushed by 12-Step programs.

"Pond's insights coupled with Palmer's section on evidence-based treatments make this an

invaluable resource for readers battling their own addictions or concerned about their loved

ones."—Publisher's Weekly"A vividly written page-turner ...gripping and helpful"—Gabor Maté,

The Globe and Mail"Few books have captured so well the challenge of managing the disease

of addiction while simultaneously negotiating an often unresponsive health care system" — Dr

Keith Humphreys, former Senior Drug Policy Advisor, Obama Administration“With tactile

intimacy and surgical wit, Pond invites us to share the tragedy of his addiction with a sad smile.

And then reveals a singular truth about how people quit. Truly one of a kind… A masterful job

of describing the indescribable.” — Dr. Marc Lewis, Neuroscientist and Author, Memoirs of an

Addicted Brain.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMichael Pond has a

private therapy practice in Vancouver, where he specializes in addiction treatment. He has a

degree in psychiatric nursing and a Masters in Social Work. Maureen Palmer is a critically-

acclaimed documentary filmmaker and former radio and television producer at CBC. In 2002,

she co-founded Bountiful Films. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, with partner Michael

Pond.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Treatments54. HopeAcknowledgmentsEndnotesPrefaceI MET MIKE A few years ago on the

dating website PlentyofFish. On our first date he arrived on transit and ordered cranberry juice

and soda. Ashamed, he admitted he had lost his licence to drunk driving and had been sober

just over a year. This is the part where my female friends screamed, “Run, run, run for the hills.”

Over the next few dates, Mike revealed such a riveting story, I blurted, “We have to write a

book,” to this near stranger. Initially, I was probably more intrigued with the story than the man.

Wasted: An Alcoholic Therapist’s Fight for Recovery in a Flawed Treatment System is that

story. Five years later, we are very happy together.In telling this story, we needed to be

respectful of people’s privacy. Many names and other identifying information have been

changed. This book is Mike Pond’s truth. As much as possible, we corroborated events with

others.—MAUREEN PALMERPART IThe Couch of Willingness• 1 •Three Mile BeachIT’S LIKE

A stuck record that no one nudges.“Let me outta here! You sons a’ bitches! I wanna talk to my

lawyer!” Dana’s caterwauling reaches me from the solitary cell in the women’s wing. It’s grating

on my nerves. Three a.m. and she’s been at it for hours.“Cocksuckers. Let me talk to my lawyer.

Let me out of here, you sons a’ bitches.”“Shut the fuck up, bitch!” another female inmate howls,

matching Dana decibel for decibel. “I’m gonna fuck you up when we get outta here, you

drunken whore.”I roll over on the thin jail-cell pallet and pull the grey blanket over my head in a

useless attempt to drown out the hollering. I fade in and out of sleep, no longer able to discern

what’s a bad dream and what’s an even worse reality.I wish I’d never gone to Three Mile

Beach.THE WAN AUTUMN sun bathes everything at Three Mile Beach in light so fragile, so

ephemeral it’s almost magical. A rare kind of day.“Mr. Pond.” Dana emerges from the lake, runs

across the sand and stands before me glistening in the sun. “Let’s move to Nelson and open

up a treatment centre on Kootenay Lake. It’s our destiny. We’re meant to do something

amazing together.”I gaze into Dana’s piercing blue eyes and I’m sick with longing. I long for her

and the fantasy we’ve built together, a fantasy so flimsy I already feel it slipping away. She

arranges her perfect coral-bikini-clad body on the towel, plants a kiss on my sun-burnished



brow, lies down and closes her eyes. At forty-two, Dana’s lithe, willowy beauty belies her age. I

track a rivulet of water as it slides into the hollow between her breasts.I’d always wanted to

open a treatment centre. I’d been practising psychotherapy for over twenty years in Penticton, a

small resort city in Canada’s Okanagan wine region, and I’d often thought I wouldn’t have

much of a practice at all if not for alcohol. From the surly conduct-disordered kid slouched on

my couch to the shamefaced husband convicted of domestic assault, court-ordered into

treatment, to the suicidal young First Nations mother of five, barely thirty and already worn out,

you don’t get too far in family-of-origin research before you stumble over an out-of-control

alcoholic. I’d helped hundreds of people kick booze. But I can’t help myself.“Yeah, the universe

has a grand plan for us, Dana.” I try to muster enthusiasm as I lie back next to her. “We were

put together to make great things happen.” Great. Now I’m lying even to myself.Dana exhales,

her face breaking into a wide smile. Her perfect white teeth dazzle. I smell vodka. The fantasy

fades just a little bit more.Over the course of the afternoon at the beach, we polish off a litre

and a half of Smirnoff mixed with Clamato juice and a generous splash of Frank’s hot sauce.

We regale ourselves. We are as eloquent and witty and deep as only drunks can be.Three Mile

Beach edges Okanagan Lake in British Columbia’s hot, dry wine country. As Napa Valley is to

California, the Okanagan is to Canada. Vines droop, burdened by lush late-harvest

Gewürztraminer grapes, the air pungent with the earthy promise of ripe fruit. Vineyards march

up every slope, stretching over the horizon, their uniformity broken here and there by the odd

gnarled apple or pear tree, poignant reminders of the days when this was orchard country.This

is wine country, but we don’t drink wine. One would have to drink too much and wait too long

for its effect. Vodka is a much more efficient drunk. And after going hard at it for nearly a

month, we are all about efficiency.Forget wild sexual attraction, stimulating conversation,

shared values and beliefs and interests. What keeps us together now is booze. Every

encounter plays out in the same sickening sequence, from that first seductive sip to giddy

intoxication, through belligerence and anger and exaggerated competence to melancholy and

sullen self-pity, ending always in self-loathing.Dana has just arrived at exaggerated

competence.“Mike, I want my kids to meet you.” She gets up off her towel, brushing sand from

her bare legs. “They’re not far away, in Naramata. Let’s go.”My judgment dulled by Smirnoff, I

agree to this absurd idea. Who wouldn’t want to meet mom’s drunken boyfriend?• 2 •The

VisitDANA DRIVES DELIBERATELY slowly just under the speed limit so as not to alert cops.

The late-afternoon October sun still warms our shoulders as we cruise up Lakeshore Drive in

her little Miata MX-5. We first parallel the beach where sailboats dance on the sparkling water.

Then we veer north up through the Bench plateaus, curl around the base of Munson Mountain

onto Naramata Road and meander through the Upper Bench vineyards and orchards to

Naramata Village. A tiny warning pings in my head.“Dana, I don’t think this is a good idea. Let’s

turn back, drop me off at my place.”“Oh no, I want them to meet you.” Dana focuses on the road

ahead. “I’m so proud of you.”I’m not proud of me. I’m a drunk.We pull up to a 1960s two-storey

and I’m filled with a sense of foreboding. Dana and her husband are separated, and her boys

are living with their dad. He sounds like a pretty good guy. He lets Dana drop by to see her

sons as much as she likes. I’m not sure how he’ll feel about today’s little unscheduled

stop.Dana slithers out of the driver’s seat and staggers to the front door with me in tow. Her

nine-year-old son, just home from school, spies us first as we step into the house. He runs up

and hugs Dana. Her older son walks in, and he and his brother exchange anxious here-we-go-

again glances. The boys back away and sink simultaneously into the couch.My presence

seems to barely register, for which I am thankful. My stomach knots and my jaw clamps and my

eyes dart around the room. I wish for a cloak of invisibility. I’m sobering up quickly, but Dana



keeps kicking the vodka-and-orange back. She emerges from a bedroom, her drink

mysteriously refreshed. She’s got a stash everywhere. Under different circumstances, I

consider that one of her greatest attributes.Dana stands at the sink washing dishes, an

intimately domestic task. All I can do is watch. I shouldn’t be here. The boys sit silent on the

couch, their eyes scanning back and forth from their mother to me and to the door, hoping for a

miracle to walk in. Feigning nonchalance, I lean on the back of an old easy chair.Finally, Dana’s

twelve-year-old speaks in a tone and manner that children of alcoholics learn early. Don’t want

to set Mom off.“Mum, maybe it would be better if you came back later?”He and I lock eyes. I

detect fear, disguised as anger. I look away.“Dana, let’s go,” I urge. I take her by the elbow and

guide her toward the door.Too late. Dana’s estranged husband appears in the doorway. He

takes in the scene. I see on his face that odd blend of shock, resignation and the preternatural

calm of those who love drunks.Dana explodes.“You useless prick.” Her face contorts with rage.

“I hate you.”Sean, clearly practiced at this, sits down at the kitchen table. “Dana, you’re drunk.

Why don’t you guys just leave?”“You prick. You useless piece of shit,” Dana spits.Sean turns in

his chair to face Dana and places both of his hands on the table. The boys scrunch closer

together on the couch. Lizzy, an old white mutt, belly-crawls under the cherry wood coffee

table, just her curlicue tail visible.My mouth hangs open in shock. I have never heard my

refined Dana talk this way.“Dana, let’s go.” The fingers on my left hand embed into her upper

arm flesh. “Let’s get out of here.”With brute strength she wrenches free and lunges for the

Henckels chef’s knife on the kitchen counter.“Not until I kill this limp-dicked prick!” She wraps

her elegant fingers around the black handle.No time to process this lightning turn in Dana’s

personality—I jump to action.“No, Mom, no!” Dana’s older son pleads from the couch. “Please

just leave—just go!”Sean grabs a kitchen chair and holds it between himself and Dana like a

lion tamer. I dive for Dana, grab her wrist and wrench the knife from her hand.“Let’s just go,

Dana. That’s enough.” I toss the knife back to the counter. I feel my carotid arteries pound.Dana

wrestles and kicks at me as I drag her out the door. They all stare after us, in part disbelief,

part relief.My mind reels. What the hell just happened? What happened to my impeccable

Dana? Who is this woman?I hear Sean on the phone behind us, talking to 911.We bolt for what

is now our getaway car. We jump in and Dana tears out of the driveway, spraying gravel

everywhere, cursing vehemently at “the fucking male-dominated world” as we fishtail down the

road. I can’t take my eyes off her. I still can’t quite believe she’s the same person.Though I’m

closer to sober at this moment, Dana still has a driver’s licence. Mine’s been suspended. I

picked up my first impaired driving charge a few months ago, at nine a.m. on my way to the

liquor store. My second impaired charge came the very next day, also at nine a.m., on the way

to the same liquor store. Then a few weeks ago I passed out at the wheel and slammed my

brand-new Honda Ridgeline headlong into a wall of rock. It was my fifty-fifth birthday.I’m riding

shotgun for gawd-knows-how-long.We careen through the village in search of an escape route

and squeal round the corner onto Naramata Road. Her foot to the pedal, the sea-green Miata

nose points ever higher up the steep slope. Dana is flushed, breathing rapidly and heavily, still

trembling from the encounter with Sean. We climb and climb till just past the first bend back to

Penticton, when Dana suddenly cranks the wheel right and the Miata heads west on an old dirt

road through an apple orchard toward the lake. We stop. There is no more road. Pumping the

brakes, Dana nudges the nose of her car to the edge of a cliff.The scene is surreal. Think

Thelma and Louise in a British Columbia tourism ad. We teeter at the edge of the steep cliff

overlooking Okanagan Lake. Dana’s sports car perches precariously on the road edge, the

ground beneath an unstable mix of sand, silt and gravel.Two hundred feet below, the lake’s

shiny blue waters sparkle. A cloud of sandy dust and dirt drifts silently forward off the cliff. The



sky fades from orange into purple. The sun sets.Dana’s manicured porcelain hands still grip the

steering wheel. Her tousled hair hangs over her face. She blows away an out-of-place strand.

Her bloodshot eyes glare straight ahead at nothing. They scare the shit out of me.A few months

ago, I fell in love with those eyes. It was a bright July day. I had taken my lunch break at Three

Mile Beach. I was sitting staring out at the water, washing down my wrap with a Smirnoff

cooler, when out of the corner of my eye I spied legs. Long, tanned legs. I tracked them up as

they disappeared below a flimsy apple green sundress. She looked at me and smiled, then

turned away with a bounce of her dark red curls. I watched her for the next few minutes. She

kept glancing back.I looked behind me to see if she was trying to make eye contact with

someone there.Nope. No one else on the beach.I downed the last swig of the cooler and, with

all the swagger a five-foot-six-inch man can muster, I strode across the sand and introduced

myself.“Dana,” she replied, and reached out to shake my hand.She’s getting divorced. She’s

moved up to the Okanagan from Vancouver. She’s managing a friend’s B & B. Two kids, living

up here with her ex.I commiserated. I too am getting a divorce, but I can’t even get my act

together to make that happen. We agreed to meet for coffee the next morning. That was the

first and last coffee we shared. We immediately switched to the hard stuff. Dana is a drunk like

me.“Fuck.” Dana squeezes the steering wheel. “I hate that prick. He called the cops.”The giddy,

drunken exhilaration of being on the lam subsides. The gravity of our situation sinks in.I need to

take charge because I am closer to sober. I ease open the passenger door. I hate heights. I

shuffle out of the car, leaning back as if leaning forward would send me cascading over the

edge. I peer down just enough to see the lake. I edge back and around the rear of the car to

the driver’s side and swing open the door.“Get out. I’m driving. You’re going to kill

someone.”“No. Fuck off. I’m driving. I still have a licence, you prick.” Dana stares out the

windshield.How did I so quickly become the prick?I shove her toward the passenger side. She

arches over the shifter, glances sulkily my way then out the window. I climb into the driver’s

seat, press the brake, shift the Miata into reverse, ease off the brake, while gently pressing the

gas pedal and slowly back away from the cliff edge and turn the car around. We don’t get far

before I hear it. The faint wail of police sirens echo up the valley as the Miata squeals onto the

pavement of the main road.As I round the first bend, the wail accelerates and amplifies. I squint

in the rear-view mirror to see three RCMP cruisers closing on us, really fast. Should I try to

outrun them?Sober second thought intervenes. I pull over.The officers haul us out, splay us

spread-eagled over the trunk of a patrol car and pat search, and then not-so-gently handcuff

us. I am subdued, fearful and aghast, a star in my own getaway movie. Dana wriggles, fights,

slips a hand out of the cuffs and whoops in triumph. “Did you see that, you fucking pricks!” She

pumps her liberated fist into the clear night sky.Her bravado doesn’t last long. Cops quickly re-

cuff her, tighter now, and dip her head into the back seat of the first car. I get ducked into the

second car, and the third cruiser brings up the rear. As we pull out onto the highway, I can still

hear Dana screaming. We head back to the Penticton drunk tank.• 3 •Bonnie andClyde Go to

JailFRANK IS THE processing officer tonight. Shit. We played on the same hockey team for

years. Our sons played hockey together since they were toddlers. Countless times over

countless beers, we’ve engaged in play-by-play analysis of the boys’ games. We’ve bunked

together on tournament trips. Played poker into the wee hours of the night, carrying on like old

buddies. We are old buddies.Tonight, Frank is all business. He ushers me in to the back room.

Sits me down in front of the Breathalyzer. With resignation, I blow. He and I both know I’m over

the legal limit—by a lot. He takes my fingerprints, then my mug shot. As he fills in the requisite

forms, Frank pauses and peers at me.“Please get some help, Mike.” His pen hovers over the

form. “You’ve got to stop. You’re needed in this community.”“Thanks, Frank, I will.” I hang my



aching head. I know I won’t. Not today, anyway. I need a drink.Eyes down, I shuffle into my cell.

The door slams behind me. A sour stench assaults my nose—a blend of vomit, bleach, urine

and sweat. I shake and my stomach lurches. I hurl myself toward the standard jail-issue

stainless steel toilet and just make it. I wretch and vomit and wretch and vomit and dry heave

again and again and again until I stop and lie spent on the concrete floor beside the toilet. In

just a few hours, blessed dawn will save me from this fetid hole. We’ll get sprung, the liquor

store will open, I’ll get my medicine and the shakes will stop.I peel myself off the floor and

collapse onto the bed, cold, battleship-grey painted metal with a one-and-a-half-inch-thick

black plastic mat like the ones you use at the gym to do sit-ups. I pull the blanket over my

aching body, aware of the rush of red heat up the sides of my neck delivering guilt, shame,

recrimination and the inevitable self-loathing.With most of the alcohol purged from my system, I

contemplate this disastrous turn of events. Dana is charged with uttering threats. I have a third

impaired charge. Three impaired driving charges! I could have killed someone. When working

with clients who’ve driven drunk, I’ve always dispassionately wondered how in this day and age

anyone could drive drunk.Now I know.How will I ever look my three sons in the eye, especially

Taylor, my oldest? He took on the burden of preventing me from driving drunk. He developed a

sixth sense, anticipating that moment before the alcoholic’s judgment gives out and the

grandiose sense of self kicks in. That very last moment when I still had a single shred of good

sense, he’d show up and demand I hand over my car keys. A few days later he’d show up and

hand them back, knowing he’d have to do it all over again in another few days. The last time he

knocked on my door, I was deep in DTs, detoxing, and he sat at the foot of my bed for hours to

see me through it.“It’s gonna be okay, Dad. You’re gonna get through this. You need some

Tylenol? I’ll get you some more water.”Once healthy enough to walk, in a swift betrayal of his

compassion I immediately shuffled down to Bubblees, my favourite liquor store, right next door

to the local peeler bar, Slack Alice’s, and stocked up on Smirnoff. Back home, when I was deep

into my bender, Taylor showed up, a moment too late this time. I was on top of my game,

impervious. There was nothing I couldn’t do. I refused to hand over the keys. He wrestled them

from my hands, then stared at me. Something in his eyes changed. He tossed the keys on the

kitchen counter and walked out the door.Not so long ago, my three boys were the centre of my

life. I loved being a dad. Back in 1992, after work I’d rush home in the early winter twilight and

head directly to the backyard, grab the pistol nozzle of the crackling stiff green garden hose

and stand there for hours, night after night, flooding layer after layer, letting each layer freeze

until the sheet of ice shone smooth like black glass in the moonlight. I constructed the rink

boards with two-by-fours and four-by-eight sheets of half-inch Douglas fir plywood to create

two-foot-high walls around the rink that took up almost the entire backyard. I installed

floodlights at each end. Then Team Pond took on all comers. Seven-year-old Taylor already

had the style and confidence of a pro. Five-year-old Brennan attacked the puck with gritty

determination. And three-year-old Jonny, well, he was so cute all he had to do was show up. I

was player, coach, trainer, manager, first-aid attendant, water boy and referee. Brennan argued

every call I made. Time suspended as we perfected passes, pretended to be Gretzky, Lemieux,

Orr and Lafleur. And we always beat the Bruins for the Stanley Cup. My wife, Rhonda, good-

natured but exasperated, would yell herself hoarse. “All right, you guys, that’s enough. Mike,

the boys have to come in. It’s way past their bedtime.”Regret.I’m probably going to jail, where I

belong. Quickly now before I forget... Thank you, dear God, for saving me from killing someone,

for keeping an eye on me when everyone else has given up the job.More incomprehensible

shrieks from Dana interrupt my reverie. I hear the overnight duty officer reprimand her.“Ma’am,

stop pushing your feet through the food slot. Please remove your feet.”I envision her pretty red-



painted toes protruding through the food slot. How did this get to be my life?Who will see my

clients when I’m in jail? With all my drunk-driving infractions, I’ll lose my driver’s licence for life.

And worse, I’ll lose my licence to practise psychotherapy.My hands vibrate. I’m going to be sick

again.THE POLICE RELEASE us at 8:37 the next morning. Twenty-three unbearably long

minutes until a liquor store opens. The car impounded, we walk arm in arm, more to hold each

other up than out of affection, to the nearest liquor store, in Penticton Plaza at Main and

Duncan. We sit in silence on the curb in front of the liquor store. It’s not cold, but we both

shiver. Shoppers heading into Safeway shoot condemning looks our way.Someday soon, we’ll

have our day in court. But today the party continues.The young clerk can’t quite hide his

disdain as he rings in another forty-pounder. We’re past caring. We take a cab to the

dilapidated little bungalow that I share with brain-injured Todd. A friend who knew I was down

on my luck—and knew Todd needed company—suggested we bunk together. His house is

within two blocks of three liquor stores, the home that is a metaphor for what has become of

my life.• 4 •Getting HereMY LIFE HAS shrunk to a radius of about eight blocks of downtown

Penticton that stretches from this little yellow bungalow that I share with Todd on Government

Street to my office over on 275 Main Street. My office, where I still have the audacity to see

clients. Without a car, without a licence, I ride—no, wobble—to work on my bike through

Penticton’s back alleys. If I stick to the back alleys, no one will know that I drink.Earlier this

summer I was weaving down the back alley behind my office, helmet dangling from the

handlebars, clutching a bottle of Smirnoff in one hand, when a familiar young voice called out

to me.“Hey, Mr. Pond, is that you?”I foot-stomped my bike to a shaky stop by the Dumpster

behind Martinis, a new nightclub on Martin Street. Careful. Don’t drop the bottle. The bike

stopped with a chainy clunk.“Hey, Bryce, how you doing?” I steadied myself and tried to look

nonchalant.“Mr. Pond... that you?” Bryce played minor hockey with my oldest son for years.

Emotions fast-forwarded across his face. Shock gave way to pity gave way to concern gave

way to embarrassment. I had to get out of here.“Everything’s great,” I yelled as I pushed off and

ride, pumping furiously past him. “I’m late for a client,” I yelled over my shoulder. I looked down

at my feet. I had only one shoe on.THERE’S A PHOTO of me from the day I got my master’s of

social work, beaming proudly, surrounded by my equally proud mum and family. The boys were

very young when I decided to go back to school. Nights I pulled the graveyard shift at Juvenile

Services to the Courts. Days I spent at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver,

cramming my sleep-deprived brain full of Adler, Ellis and Jung. So tired... I remember waking

up toward the end of that year with a start, hands gripped white on the steering wheel in the

dark and drizzly pre-dawn. The transport in my lane blasted his horn. Then the sick realization:

I’m in his. He careened over to the shoulder and saved both our lives.Back then I drank only on

weekends, when all the other young fathers did. Never wavered. Some kind of subconscious

survival strategy looped in my brain: “Drink during the week now, buddy, and you are done.”But

as thesis time approached I could not keep up with the punishing workload. On the final

weekend, the thesis due on Monday morning, I wrote around the clock. Up in the kitchen

cupboard, tucked in the back of my mind: a full bottle of Bacardi white rum. Sunday at noon it

whispered to me. I ignored it. By ten p.m. I was positively vibrating with anxiety and anticipation.

With the boys and Rhonda in bed, I clamoured to the cupboard and broke the seal, and the

booze and the prose flowed. I finished the bottle—and the thesis—off at five Monday morning. I

fell asleep on the couch. Rhonda quietly got the boys up and hushed them off to school, where

she worked as a teaching assistant.Almost noon I woke up to find the empty bottle of Bacardi

tucked in beside me on the couch. I wrenched it out with a little too much force and it flung past

me to shatter on the floor. Shit. Shards everywhere. I rushed to pick them up, cutting my feet in



the dash to the kitchen for the dustpan. Blood gushed and puddled on the floor and oozed out

over the edge of the white dining-room carpet. I felt woozy and sank down again on the couch.I

woke up next sure that someone was watching me. Glanced at the clock. Holy shit—it was

three thirty. The kids were due home from school any minute. But it was too late. Ten-year-old

Taylor stood at the end of the couch and looked at me, confused and afraid. “Are you okay,

Dad? There’s blood on your feet. And there’s some on the carpet.”“Yeah, I’m not feeling very

good, and I accidentally broke a glass. It’s okay. You go upstairs and play.”I cleaned up the

mess before Rhonda got home with the younger boys, then, riddled with guilt, I took Taylor to

McDonald’s. And as he stuffed a Big Mac in his mouth, I talked.“Did it scare you when you saw

me like that?”“Yeah, Dad, it did. It scares me when you get drunk.”“It will never happen again,

Tay. I promise. I don’t want to scare you or your brothers. Or your mum.” I hugged him, softly

rubbed his back and tousled his head of blond curls. “I love you, son.”We chowed down our

meal and I vowed to myself that this had been my last bender.When we got home, I resolutely

told a relieved Rhonda, “I’m going to AA.”Passing out in front of Taylor scared me into action.I

went to my first AA meeting. But I wasn’t like those people. They were drunks. I sat through the

entire meeting without saying a word. As I left, an old fellow says, “If yer thinkin’ ’bout drinkin’ or

thinkin’ ’bout not drinkin’, yer an alcoholic.” I didn’t want to admit yet just how much my thinking

revolved around drinking.In 1995 I got my master’s. We returned to Penticton. I quit my

government job, cashed in my pension to set up my private practice. “Stay the course, Michael,”

was the audio loop that played now. Every time I felt the urge to drink, I went mountain biking

or played hockey. Or snowboarded with the boys. Or worked more.In 1996 the practice took off.

Each successful relationship built with a client begat several more. By 2000, after a few years

of favourable word of mouth, the agencies came calling. The Workers’ Compensation Board.

Health Canada. Social Services. The Insurance Corporation of British Columbia. The RCMP’s

Victim Services. The school boards. The Indian bands.Lucrative contracts meant I could hire

staff. At my peak in the early 2000s, we had four counsellors and an office manager working for

Michael Pond Associates Ltd.As the business took off, so did our social life, which swirled

around hockey. Every day the boys practised or had games. I played three times a week with

my buddies, most of us dads with our kids in Minor Hockey. After games, we’d all go for beers

and nachos at the Barking Parrot or the Barley Mill.Weekends shifted to the boys’ games.

Cradling beers, all the dads screamed support to their sons and heckled refs.“Put your whistle

in your pocket!”“Get some glasses, ref!”“Homer!”After the game, the partying moved to a

designated house—often ours. As a dozen young boys careened around the house, their

parents got plastered. Three beers becomes four. I’m not alone in excess. We all drink too

much, laugh too loud. We egg each other on. “C’mon, Mike, have a rum and Coke.” “Hey, try

this new martini.” Every winter weekend becomes a socially sanctioned bender.When summer

arrived, we switched to barbecues. Living in the heart of wine country, Friday-Saturday-Sunday

became one extended wine tasting. Friends who worked in the industry introduced us to each

new varietal. Everyone else sipped. I pounded them back. I drank faster than everyone else.

Only when everyone else was feeling a light buzz, I felt nothing. “Hey, how come I’m the only

sober guy here,” I’d think, dismayed. I’d drink more, quickly, to catch up. And after a half-dozen

glasses of wine, I became the life of the party. Or so I thought. “Oh, Mike, you were so funny

last night” became “It’s nine thirty and there’s Pond, passed out on the couch again.”But during

weekdays, I still function. Up at five a.m., take the boys to hockey, go for a bike ride, office by

seven, do reports and invoices, see clients, go home, enjoy a rum and Coke with Rhonda, put

the kids to bed, have a few more rum and Cokes. Hey, I can handle this.2001. More warning

signs. I began to create little stashes of gin in the garage, on the new boat. In the summer of



2002 I counted at least twenty “wine-tasting” parties. I’d go to the parties then come home and

hit my stashes. The audio loop was now, “Hey, buddy, don’t you think you better cut back?” But

I don’t want to stop. I can’t stop. Alcohol is woven into everything that gives my life meaning. My

boys’ sports. My evenings kicking back with rum and Coke and Rhonda. The warmth, the

security of belonging to a tight-knit group of friends, intimacies shared, relationships forged

over successive glasses of wine. Can you think of a worse place in Canada to live for an

alcoholic than the Okanagan? How many times did Rhonda and I mix up gin and tonics and

cart our lawn chairs down to the shore of Skaha Lake to watch the sun set? I can’t give that

up.As my drinking ramps up, my practice is increasingly focused on dealing with alcohol’s

devastating impact. I sit on two boards for Victim Services and the Brain Injury Society and

counsel those who’ve survived catastrophic crashes where a drunk was at the wheel. I look

down at my notes. At one meeting my hand is vibrating so badly I can’t read my own

handwriting.Referrals from the Ministry for Children and Family Development bring broken

families, many of them First Nations, often involving child sexual abuse. My thesis had been a

treatment outcome study of adolescent sexual offenders, so I was well equipped to deal with

this kind of trauma. Or so I thought.The more I work with the First Nations families, the more I

see how endemic sexual abuse is. Standard family-of-origin intake histories reveal abusers and

abused in every generation. We don’t understand this yet, but this is the brutal legacy of life in

residential schools, a legacy that never touches white people except when the tragic headlines

leap out of the morning paper.“Teen runs over her own brother on local reserve.” “Three

brothers under 15 burn to death in teepee fire.” “First Nations youth shoots his own cousins in

drunken drug war.” We ingest the latest horror with astounding indifference.“Critical incident

stress management.” That’s what I did. I’d be called to the charred remains of the teepee,

where chaos reigned, where the sound of ceremonial drumming, keening and wailing

punctuated by screaming condemnation filled the early-morning winter air. I’d attempt to soothe

the unsoothable. I’d book follow-up appointments for grieving family members and the RCMP

officer first upon the grisly scene.Then I’d get back in my truck and drive back over the

mountain, and in the solitude and quiet, the tears would come. I’d unconsciously drive to the

nearest bar and pound back a shooter, look down and my hands would be shaking again. The

next day there would be a dozen angry phone calls. People threatened to kill people. But each

time on the way home, there was this little window of time where the warmth of the booze took

the edge off. “How can I hold it together?” I asked myself. Over and over.I didn’t.The

superintendent of the school district gave me several warnings then pulled my contract.One of

the school counsellors said, “You’re more fucked up than the families we send to you. Get help,

Mike.”A client from one of my Employee Assistance Program contracts came to my office and

knocked on the door. I heard her. I lay on my couch, sick with detoxing and so hung over I

couldn’t possibly respond. She knocked over and over and over and finally I staggered to the

door and flung it open. “Oh my God, you’ve been drinking,” she said. She fled.Rhonda wanted

me to cut back. She got ever more insistent. First I tried the controlled drinking model. I knew

the literature said it rarely works. “Okay, Rhonda, at the barbecue I’m only going to have two

beers.” I’d be on beer number one and one of the guys would walk by and say, “Here, Mike, try

this new spiced rum.” Or, “Pond, you’re the only one who didn’t get a shooter. Push this one

back.” Rhonda would cruise past, see the beer in my hand and say, “Is that still your first

beer?”“Yes it is.” But Rhonda’s no fool.I began to call in sick, telling my staff to cancel all my

clients and reschedule. “I have the flu.”I’d get up after a day or two and still be half-loaded.

Couldn’t go in. Called my staff again and told them to cancel and reschedule again. And

again.One night I broke down the two doors to my office because I needed a place to sleep. An



early-morning client walked in through the smashed-in door frames and found me passed out

on the leather loveseat. The next day, four resignations sat lined up on my desk. All the staff

had quit. I’m sorry, Mike, I can’t lie for you anymore.Then it became Rhonda’s job. She can’t do

it either.So I promised to stop. Again.I tried abstinence. I can quit drinking, I say to myself. I do.

Dozens of times over 2003, 2004 and 2005. I’d stay dry for a couple of weeks at the most.

Once I white-knuckled it three months. Then I took the boys on an idyllic snowboarding

weekend at Sun Peaks Resort. I dropped them off at their friends’ and started to feel sad.

Overwhelmed by all the damage I’d done to my relationship with my sons because of my

drinking, what do I do? I get drunk.Modern neuroscience tells us that this deep into my

addiction, it would take a lot more than willpower to pull me out. Booze had completely rewired

the reward circuitry in my brain. Now, even just thinking about something I associate with

alcohol, like the fresh breeze on my face as my boat skims the water, a beer between my hand

and the steering wheel, and my dopamine spikes way out of proportion to what would naturally

happen.I’m at the mercy of those dopamine spikes.In 2005 Rhonda and I did a $125,000

renovation to our home on the shores of Skaha Lake. The two-storey lakeside house now looks

like the big reveal on some TV makeover show. The entire north wall is gone, replaced with an

expanse of elegant French doors that open to a pressed concrete patio, where a soft waterfall

spills into a rock pond. Inside, solid black walnut floors stretch the length of the house. But the

kitchen—oh, that kitchen! That’s where we blew the wad. The custom-designed, custom-built

cabinets. The centrepiece: a black granite-topped custom-built island. Above it, light fixtures

from a high-end design store in Vancouver’s swank South Granville shopping area. Nine

hundred fifty dollars each. At my count that’s about forty bottles of Smirnoff. The sad irony: Now

that I have the house I always dreamed about, I’m no longer welcome in it.My last day in the

house: I’m laid out corpse-like on Jonny’s bed. The ratty bent venetian blinds, closed tight,

bang on the taupe windowsill in rhythm with the cold wind blowing off the lake. The plastic bell-

shaped ends of the pull strings hang against the taupe wall, and that chocolate lab down the

street barks.Sick and shaky, I stare up at fluorescent stickers of little moons and stars that

burnt out long ago. Jonny was five when he and his brothers stuck them on the ceilings of their

bedrooms. Holed up now for four days of hard and heavy drinking, I pull back the beige and

dark brown faux-suede comforter that smells like Jonny—that combo of young teenager high-

energy sweat and warm sleep-tousled hair. I survey the room, almost as if I know I am taking it

in for the last time. The closet, jammed with snowboard boots and hard-worn runners; broken

skateboards and a toolbox-sized Samsung ghetto blaster piled up the wall; the broken sliding

closet door, hanging by one brass hinge. I meant to fix that in the summer. Hoodies, T-shirts

and frayed-hem jeans thrown high on top of the chipped blue dresser. And just out of reach on

the floor, five empty vodka bottles. Jonny was sleeping in Taylor’s room. He didn’t want to see

me or talk to me.An abrupt, angry triple knock on the door lifted my splitting head off the bed.

Rhonda stood by the open door, arm outstretched, her hand clamped on the doorknob. I could

see the dark brown dime-sized birthmark on the top of her right wrist. It has always charmed

me, ever since we first met in the summer of ’82 at Bridges Restaurant on Granville Island.“You

have to leave, Mike.” Her voice shook. “The boys and I have had enough. You’ve been holed up

here drinking for four days.”When I first met Rhonda, I fell in love with her classic beauty. Big,

striking deep blue eyes framed by long, full lashes. Strong Nordic features—a classic nose and

that tiny cleft in her chin—and a shampoo commercial full of dark sexy curls. Everyone thought

she was a model: tall and gorgeous. At almost six feet, she towered over me, but I didn’t care.

And to my immense good fortune, neither did she.That day in Jonny’s room, her elegant frame

looked shrunken, hunched and defeated in the doorway. Her eyes showed that she’d gone past



hurt and disappointment to something even more frightening —indifference.“I know. I’ll leave

right away.” My mouth, dry and gritty, choked on the words.“Do you know what you’re doing to

your sons? Do you know what you’re doing to me?”“I’m sorry, Rhonda. I will stop.” I coughed.As

if she hadn’t heard me, Rhonda pulled the door closed.“Just go, Mike. I don’t care anymore.”

The door clicked shut.I packed a small bag with toiletries, underwear, socks and one change of

clothes and drove slowly to the Slumber Lodge Motel, where for weeks I faded in and out of an

alcoholic fog just enough to hear the sounds of summer life echo across the water. Children’s

laughter. Dogs barking. Tunes and chatter from the multitude of boats cruising Lake Okanagan.

The intimate murmurs and soft giggles of courting couples. I knew life was passing me by, and

there wasn’t a damn thing I could do about it. I told myself, this is temporary. She’ll take me

back.That was almost three years ago.I no longer waste energy bothering to keep up

appearances. I just want to hole up with my girlfriend and get drunk. After our night in the drunk

tank, in the tiny kitchen of Todd’s little bungalow, Dana and I create a variety of vodka-based

concoctions. Caesars made with extra hot and spicy Clamato juice and pickled asparagus stir

sticks. Screwdrivers made with hand-squeezed orange juice. Black Russians made with

Rockstar Coffee energy drink. Smirnoff Ice coolers enhanced with a couple of added shots. We

gulp down our cocktails as if they were soda pop. I try to make eye contact with Dana. She

looks at me but doesn’t see me. I stare into her eyes hoping to make a connection. Those eyes

look back at me, empty. It’s a familiar look. I’ve seen it before in my father’s empty blue eyes.• 5

•Sandy LakeSHILO IS A small Armed Forces base in southern Manitoba, about a two-hour

drive west of Winnipeg and forty-five minutes north of the North Dakota border. It’s smack dab

in the middle of the vast plains that stretch across the continent. “Fly-over country,”

sophisticated East Coasters like to call it. We live at #39 Kingston Avenue. Ours is a small

three-bedroom, two-storey duplex with a green plastic-coated clothesline running the length of

the yard from the back doorway. Mom hangs clothes winter and summer. I help her take off the

frozen sheets and towels, stiff boards of linen and terrycloth.On this early summer day in 1966,

Mom is in the hospital for an operation. “Women’s stuff,” says Dad. She isn’t gone a day and my

dad is on a bad bender. He staggers around the house, giving us orders.“Michael, pack us

enough stuff for a few days for you, Roger and the girls,” he slurs. “We can go fishing and just

relax while your mother’s in the hospital.”“I don’t think that’s a good idea, Dad. Why don’t we

just stay home and we can pitch the tent in the backyard.” I want to distract him. Make him think

about something else, anything to derail a disaster. I know these plans. I’ve been in on a lot of

them.Going hunting drunk. Going fishing drunk. Flying the plane drunk. Driving to hockey

drunk.Today’s grand plan is to go away to a cabin at Sandy Lake, about ninety miles north, for

a fun family holiday. The four of us kids look at each other, hoping someone will run for it. The

rest would follow. We’re all about a year and a half apart. I’m the oldest, at eleven. Then Roger,

ten, Loretta, nine, and Danette, six. I’m used to running the household, but today I just don’t

have the energy to lead a mutiny.I ache with familiar doubt. My stomach hurts and my face

burns. My legs and jaw stiffen.We half-heartedly pack the ’64 Guardsman blue Mercury Comet

Caliente. The car is always tuned up and the oil always changed. Dad is in the Royal Canadian

Electrical Mechanical Engineers. “Change the oil regularly and keep her tuned up and your

vehicle will last forever, especially a Ford,” he once told me.Dad loves Fords. And Volkswagens.

“That Ford 289 V8... best engine ever designed. But the Krauts, they make the best vehicles.”

Dad says they’re geniuses when it comes to anything mechanical.“Those square-heads are

smart and damn hard workers. Just don’t buy anything the Japs make. They’re sneaky little

sons a’ whores. Look what they did at Pearl Harbor.”We arrive at Sandy Lake late in the day. It’s

a small resort town with a soft beach and lots of perch and pickerel. Little summer cabins dot



the shore. As we pass through the town, I spot a small hotel with a bar.Several Natives loiter

out back drinking beer and smoking cigarettes. A couple of doors down, by the post office, I

see a small grocery store. Dad’s eyes follow the hotel as we pass by on our way to the cabin.

About a mile out of town, Dad pulls into a tiny driveway leading to our cabin, one of those dots

on the lake.A small, well-made dock stretches from the backyard right over the water. My little

sisters jump out and dash to the end of the dock. They drop down to their hands and knees,

peer into the clear water and exclaim, “Hey, look! There’s a whole bunch of little yellow fish!

Mike, can we go fishing?”Dad says, “Those are perch. Good eatin’, but bony.”We scramble to

bring our stuff in. I make the bed assignments. The beds are small, even by kid standards. A

vague musty smell hangs in the air.“I’m going into town to get some groceries for dinner and

some fishing gear,” Dad says. “You kids make a fire in the stove and play down at the

beach.”He looks down at me. “Michael, look after things and I’ll be back in a bit.” And he

leaves.This is not the first time I’ve been told to “look after things.” At eleven, I am mature

beyond my years. Partly because every time Dad has gone on a bender, I’ve “manned up” for

Mom. But mostly because I figured out the only way to survive as the shortest person in my

school is to presume a leadership role.I wanted to play hockey, so I had to skate faster than the

rest. My punches had to land harder. I made the team. I also made the football team, but they

didn’t have pants small enough, so a football mom made the necessary adjustments. We were

playing the team from Carberry, Manitoba, all corn-fed six-foot strapping Scandinavian farm

boys, a team of giants. One tried to tackle me, but I was so fast he missed me and grabbed my

pants, which came off. I scored a touchdown in my jock. I was also the high-jump champion, to

the disbelief of my schoolmates. Held the record for years, so I’m told. All of which is my way of

saying I learned early the importance of perseverance and determination, of sticking up for

myself. “Bitesize. Shorty. Half-a-Man. Little Fella. Shrimp.” The nicknames stuck, said now with

warmth and respect, the sting gone.I fashion us all fishing rods out of willow branches and

some old line and hooks I find in a broom closet by the wood stove. The fire in the stove

sputters and hisses.“Michael, Michael, take us down to fish,” my little sisters beg. I turn the little

cottage upside down, but there is no bait to be found, and no shovel to dig for worms. I

improvise with a soup ladle and fail miserably.Finally, my brother Roger’s face lights up. “Let’s

try my Silly Putty,” he grins. We put a little pink gob on each of our hooks. The perch love it.

Stupid fish. As the warm summer afternoon wears on, we fish and we fish. Big fat horseflies

drone in the background, occasionally swooping in for the kill. Our noses turn bright pink. Our

freckles pop. Between us we catch eleven pretty little perch, all about four to six inches long.

They’d taste great fried in butter. If only we had butter.The air is still warm as the shadows

lengthen and the sun glints lower now through the shimmering poplar trees. I ache for Mom.

She’d fry up those little fish in no time.“Michael, I’m hungry. I’m tired. When can we eat?”

Danette whines.“Can you cook our fish, Michael?” Loretta asks.I know what I have to do. “Rog,

keep an eye on Loretta and Danette. Don’t let them down by the water. I’m gonna get Dad.”As

fast as my short legs will carry me, I beeline for the hotel bar. I hear it before I see it. I hesitate

at the door. With a deep breath, I shove it open.Dad sits at a red terry-covered round table

laughing, with a shorty beer bottle in his hand. A Native woman snuggles on his lap. I walk over

to him. He glances past me, then his head whips back.“Michael,” he says in a low voice. “You’re

not supposed to be here. Go back to the cabin, I’ll be there in a bit.”I stomp outside and wait on

the curb by the hotel. And wait. And wait. It’s dark now and I worry about the kids. With a

goodbye glance at the well-worn bar door, I trudge back to the cabin.The kids sit together at

the kitchen table playing Snakes and Ladders.“Mike, we’re hungry,” says Loretta. “Where’s

Dad?”I don’t answer. Instead, I wordlessly gut, clean and fry the perch.We devour them. They



are delicious, even without butter. Satiated, now sleepy, I tuck the little girls into bed in one

small room, then Roger and I take the small bed in the other. We’re just about asleep when I

hear loud bangs.Bodies lurch and sway in search of balance, knocking over furniture. I peer out

the curtain that hangs in the doorway to our little room. There’s Dad, stumbling in. Outside,

Hank Snow sings “I’m Moving On” from the radio in the Comet.Here comes an Indian couple.

Then a skinny man dressed in jeans, cowboy boots and a straw cowboy hat. They all smoke

Export A cigarettes and the men each carry a case of Molson Canadian beer. This party is just

getting started.I want with all my heart to tell Dad and his new-found friends to get the hell out.

I fall back asleep as Hank croons away. I wake up as the cowboy crawls into the small bed with

my brother and me, still wearing his hat and boots. He stinks of stale beer, cigarettes, cow shit

and BO. He slips his arm around my neck.I slide out of the cot onto the cold floor, leaving Rog

in the bed with this skinny cowboy who stinks.Eyes wide open now, I hear the sounds of sex. It

won’t stop. I hate to look, afraid of what I might see, but I have to look.I peek into the living

room and see Dad on the dingy brown couch with the Native Indian woman. Both naked. My

dad on top of her. Hatred flares up from my gut, sears my brain. The Native man is passed out

in a chair, oblivious or desensitized or both.I wonder about Mom in the hospital and hope she’s

okay.I lie back on the cold floor. I just want to take the kids and go home. I know how to drive. It

would be easy. But I just lie there until it’s quiet, other than the incessant snoring of the skinny

cowboy who stinks. His arm is around Rog now. I feel like killing somebody. Eventually, I fall

asleep.When I wake up, everyone is gone—everyone but Dad. He sits at the little kitchen table.

That look: I’ve seen it so many times by now. Is it guilt? Remorse?No. It’s a hangover. Leftover

drunkenness and self-pity. He looks at me, those blue eyes empty.“I gotta go to the store and

get us some grub and fishin’ tackle,” Dad mutters. “Take care of your brother and sisters. I’ll be

back in a bit.”I stare at his back, broad and muscled, as he pulls on his army-issue white T-shirt.

When I was little I would nuzzle my nose in his T-shirts.I haven’t done that in a long time. I look

at him with disappointment as he walks out the cabin door. I think: When I grow up, I’ll never be

like him.• 6 •Come Down Here,Mr. PondWELL HERE I am: all grown up. There’s an empty forty-

pounder on the night table, and now I’m exactly like him. After two weeks of binge drinking at

Todd’s, there’s not a drop left in the house. My hand rests in a soft indentation on the side of

the bed where Dana should be. Every time I pass out, she disappears. I get up and stumble to

the bathroom. I hear the TV in the basement. Whenever we get rollin’ on the booze, Todd

retreats to the basement. I swing open the front door to get a breath of the cool, crisp fall

air.How long since Dana left? I have no idea.Several plates littered with shards of burnt toast

and hardened egg yolk ring my bed. I need a drink. I slink down the stairs into Todd’s tiny

windowless, airless bedroom. I tiptoe my way through piles of stale, dirty laundry. I leave the

light off—don’t want to alert him to my presence. I hear him laugh at the TV. Good. I rummage

through the collection of rolled quarters and loonies Todd keeps on his dresser in an old

tattered basket. Many times I’ve helped him roll his spare change while we sat watching the

hockey game. Twenty years ago, Todd was robbed and smashed in the head with a two-by-

four, which left him permanently brain-damaged. Now he’s being robbed again.I sneak back

upstairs. The phone rings. I recognize the number. It’s Dana’s sister’s, in Vancouver.“Come

down here, Mr. Pond,” Dana’s voice sounds heavy and sad. “I’m not doing very well. I need you,

Mr. Pond. Please, please, you have to come and help me.”I hang up the phone. Dana needs

me. How many loonies for the six-hour bus ride to Vancouver?“THIS IS THE last stop, buddy,

you have to get off.” The bus driver shakes me awake. When he turns his back, I gulp the last

few ounces of vodka from the bottle stowed in my backpack, bought with Todd’s rolled quarters.

Outside in the cold late-October rain, the driver hoists my duffle bag out of the underside



baggage compartment and watches me, somewhat concerned. Stiff and wobbly, I collect my

wet bag and pour myself out into the heart of Vancouver’s notorious Downtown Eastside.I’ve

got to call Dana. I need to find a payphone, because I left my cell in Dana’s Miata, now in the

impound lot in Penticton.And—holy shit!—that’s not all we forgot. I slap my forehead. The

synapses all firing now, I remember: there’s a hundred pounds of moose meat in the trunk,

too.Before the binge at Todd’s, I’d been out hunting with some First Nations friends, and a

cache of cut and wrapped meat had been loaded into Dana’s trunk. That was two weeks ago.

They’ll have pried open the trunk by now, convinced there’s a body in it.I chuckle to myself.

Down here, this kind of behaviour doesn’t get a glance.After the warmth of the Okanagan, the

coast’s cold rain feels like an assault. Heavy winds whip the water sideways. It lashes the near-

deserted streets and pounds so hard that the drains, blocked by decaying leaves, can’t keep

up. In the dark and in my drunken state, I can’t dodge the dozens of ankle-deep puddles. My

socks squelch in my shoes. As I lurch from door to door, I find every covered stoop already

spoken for. The godforsaken wretches down here have one up on me—they know the lay of the

land.At least I have a warm bed to go to, with a warm woman waiting. Finally, I spy a

payphone.The last payphone on the Downtown Eastside is my salvation. Even the druggies

have cellphones now. I squeeze into the booth and shut the door against the wind and rain. I

keep one eye trained on my duffle bag, as it now holds all my worldly possessions. Dana’s cell

goes directly to voice mail. She probably lost it. Again.I dial Dana’s sister’s number collect.

604-267-3... 604-268-2... No, that’s not it. I jab the keys. My panic mounts. I pound every

permutation. I try dozens of numbers. None is Dana’s sister’s—a number I have dialled dozens

of times.I need a drink. But I have no money.Gentrification has crept into Vancouver’s

Downtown Eastside. Well-heeled diners sidestep massive puddles and run the gauntlet of

shopping carts to line up in front of the latest hot restaurant. They glance in my direction but my

presence barely registers. My cloak of invisibility finally seems to be working. More seasoned

entrepreneurial drunks and addicts offer to hold the diners’ places in line, save their parking

spots, watch their cars.As I round a familiar corner, loud, thumping music drifts from a club.

When I first arrived in Vancouver some thirty years ago, I probably patronized this place

myself.I have no money, a concept I can’t quite get my head around. “No money” used to

mean, just pull out a credit card. Mine are all suspended for non-payment. My one remaining

bank account—joint—Rhonda has justifiably frozen.A rush of blood heat races up the sides of

my neck, and my face flushes a fiery red shame. I look down at my feet, put my hand out and

mumble to the kind of people I used to be. “Do you have any spare change?” I look down to the

shaking hand. That can’t be my hand.I can’t make eye contact. I can’t be aggressive. I can’t do

it.I’m a failure at panhandling.The craving for alcohol courses through my veins. It’s my poison.

It’s my medicine. I need it to stop these shakes, these tremors, these leaps of vomit up the

back of my throat. A vibrating queue of young people snakes halfway down the block.I scan the

lineup, unzip my duffle bag and pull out the one last thing of value in my life: my laptop. My

hands caress its leather case, given to me by my sons on my fifty-fourth birthday.I look down at

it for a long moment. This laptop is my life: notes, writings, programs, spreadsheets, databases,

proposals, pictures, training materials for my workshops, business plans— everything I would

want and need to start some semblance of a new life as a therapist in Vancouver.I swallow

hard and shuffle along the line.“Does anyone want to buy a brand-new laptop?” I hold it out to

the people in line. “Does anyone want a new laptop?” I repeat my plea over and over. It gains

urgency and volume with each repetition. Each one in turn looks, then looks away, focusing on

the flirtatious dance at hand.“Let me see what you got, old man.” A young guy surveys my

laptop. He wears a slim-fit white shirt opened to the sternum to reveal freshly waxed, shiny,



steroid-enhanced pectorals.“I’ll give you twenty bucks.” He’s rightly assessed he has the upper

hand in this negotiation. “That’s all I got, dude.”“Twenty bucks? I paid fourteen hundred dollars

for it. The case alone cost a hundred and fifty dollars,” I stammer.“Twenty bucks, take it or leave

it,” he says.Bastard. In desperation I take it.My hand shakes as I jerk the twenty-dollar bill from

his hand. I walk forty-three paces down the block, into a bar, and order a Rickard’s Red. My

favourite beer. I down it, and in quick succession order four more. Gone in a matter of forty

minutes.I drop my head onto the bar and the light fades.I WAKE UP God knows where. I uncurl

myself from a fetal position on the only tiny piece of dry concrete in Vancouver, my no fixed

address for I think three days now. My splitting head rests on my duffle bag. I fumble for my

jacket. It’s gone. The beautiful black leather jacket I bought several winters ago when life was

good is gone. One by one, pieces of the man I used to be keep disappearing.A bedraggled

fellow with an overflowing shopping cart shuffles past. “Hey, man, you got any extra cash so I

can get some breakfast?” He nods at me.“Beat it,” I mutter as I uncoil my stiff and aching body,

standing up to get my bearings.Where the hell am I? 604-298-3250. A surge of clarity rips

through my foggy brain like a bullet. 604-298-3250. Dana’s sister’s phone number. I repeat it

over and over as I run around frantically trying to find the payphone I’d used before.

604-298-3250. 604-298-3250. Where’s the damn phone? 604-298-3250.I spot the phone booth

beside the liquor store. Inside, I dial the number.Pick up. Pick up. Pick up. Three rings. Pick up.

Pick up. For Christ’s sake. Pick—“Hello.” A tired voice answers the phone.“It’s Mike,” I say.

“How’s Dana? Is she there?”“Hello, Mike. She won’t come out of her room. Only to go to the

bathroom or drive to the liquor store to get more to drink.”She calls out, “Dana, it’s Mike.”After

what seems an eternity that deep, sexy voice, now with an edge of rasp, picks up the

phone.“Oh my God, Mike,” Dana says. “Where have you been? You were supposed to be here

days ago. I’ve been phoning everyone in Penticton. Your office manager said you left there on

the bus. I thought you were dead. I need you. You have to get here now.”She gives me

directions to her sister’s place.I march straight up Main Street to the closest SkyTrain station.

The SkyTrain is Vancouver’s wondrous above-ground driverless train. No one takes your ticket;

it’s an honour system. You just buy it and walk on. Tonight, I have no ticket and no honour.I

squish my sodden body and duffle bag into a seat. The train is warm and dry. Everyone reads

quietly, texts or just stares into space. In a mere thirteen minutes I will arrive at Metrotown

Station.That gives me thirteen minutes to take stock. Getting on that Greyhound, I abandoned

my practice; turned my back on the few loyal clients who still believed in me. I haven’t been to

my office since the bender began at Todd’s little house. I wonder if I even have an office

anymore.At 9:47 a.m., the automatic doors slide open and I step off the train. It’s still pouring

outside.It’s a short walk past the sixties-era mall, home of the closest liquor store to Dana’s

sister’s home, into post-WWII suburbia. Tired, I trudge past row upon row of the same Italian-

style, stucco-covered bungalow. I tap on the door of 4357 Portland Street with some

trepidation, not sure of what will happen next. I can’t wait to see Dana—that pretty red hair,

loose strands falling over her cheeks and neck. I can’t wait to lose myself in those huge,

piercing blue eyes. My stunningly beautiful drinking buddy.The rust-red door opens and some

other woman appears, dressed in grimy white sweat pants and an equally grimy pink terry

robe, dirty lifeless hair hurriedly trussed up in pins.“Well, who the hell is this?” I laugh.Dana

grabs my arm and shoves me into a bedroom immediately to the right of the front entrance. I

stare into her dull eyes. Where is my Dana?“Quick,” she whispers. “Get in here.”I smell vodka:

Smirnoff. The bottle shimmers mirage-like on the nightstand, the usual blessed forty-pounder

and a two-litre bottle of Fresca alongside, with a half-empty glass and ice.First things first—I

reach for the uncapped bottle and take two quick swigs. Brief pause. Breath. Then a third big



gulp. Ahhhhhhh. The familiar warmth spreads from my core out to my freezing extremities. The

anxiety that buzzed through my entire body and mind mutes. The craving satiated, I focus on

Dana.Dana. How could someone change so dramatically in one week?“You look terrible. You

must have lost ten pounds!” I estimate.“You don’t look so great yourself, Mr. Pond,” Dana pulls

at her hair. “Where have you been? I’ve missed you so much. I thought you were

dead.”“Downtown Eastside Vancouver.” I sit on the edge of the bed.“What did you do for

money?” she asks.“I’m pathetic at panhandling. I sold my laptop for twenty bucks.” The memory

of it kicks at my gut.“Oh my gawd, Mike, not your laptop.” Dana shakes her head. She changes

gears. “We’ve got to get out of here.” Our eyes lock in longing. “We need to be alone.” All at

once, Dana dives into her clothes, throws toiletries into an overnight bag, gulps down her drink

and calls a cab.Doris, Dana’s sister, hides in her bedroom behind a blaring TV.The cab arrives

and, like the rats we are, we scurry out. Booze has brought us to life. The drunken electric

energy between us crackles once again.“Take us to Metrotown Mall,” Dana barks to the

driver.We arrive at the mall and Dana darts into the TD Bank. Within minutes she strides out

through the pouring rain straight to the government liquor store a few doors down. In a

heartbeat she’s back in the cab with a brown paper bag full of clinking bottles.“Take us to the

Burnaby Motel.” Dana hugs the bag in her lap.I inspect the contents of the bag and share my

approval. “Good work, babe. You’re the best.” I pull out a vodka cooler, twist the cap off and

drain it.We arrive at the motel and hole up, just like Bonnie and Clyde again. When it occurs to

us, we order in: pizza, Chinese food, Thai. More importantly, when our supply runs out, I

stagger to the nearest beer and wine store. Dana’s phone rings constantly.Her sister. Her

work.Time and reality suspend. Nothing stops the bender until the money runs out a week

later. Dana contacts her friend Vicki, who spends winters in Greece. Vicki agrees to let us stay

in her house. We shell out our last few dollars for a taxi. Dana races to the spot where the key

is hidden.“I can’t find the fucking key!” Dana’s voice rises with panic. “There’s no fucking key

here!”It’s getting cold and dark. I try to jimmy every window. No go. This place is break-and-

enter-proof. Now I’m thinking like a criminal. I find a heavy eight-foot steel pipe at the side of

the house. With a long run-up and full force, I ram the door over and over again, taking the

occasional break to replenish my drink.
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okbye, “Essential reading for anyone who wasn't helped by AA. I've read a million addict

memoirs looking for the magic words that would help someone see they need help, so I've read

enough to know they don't exist. This was however the most helpful book I have read. He

goesd into the rarely mentioned connection between alcoholism and mental issues and

outlines an alternative recovery method from AA. I've never been a fan of AA because of the

dismall success rate (5%) and the strict, humiliating regimine. Turns out you can recover

without telling yourself you are a worthless piece of crap and having a slip is not the end of the

world. The author is Canadian and I'm not sure if we have any similar programs in the US. If we

don't we need to get some started.”

mbird, “fast read, amazing tales of substance use disorder. I found the book honest and a fast

read.I’m impressed you survived. It gives hope to other alcohol use disorder suffering from this

disease. I think you point out there are many options to combat this disease and more should

be investigated. I think AA and your delve into the steps and working them helped you more

than you admit in the end.I think the constant shaming had both negative and positive impacts

on your life.I’m glad vivitrol works for you.I agree the treatment especially in hospital s can be

flawed. It’s a disgrace to throw someone with this disease out of program s and out of hospitals.

It’s dangerous.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Once it arrived I could not put it down…and I don’t like to read. I first saw

the “Wasted” documentary on the CBC show called “The Nature of Things. It struck a chord

with me so I then ordered the book. Once it arrived I could not put it down…and I don’t like to

read! It had many elements of a Hollywood blockbuster (i.e. violence, addictions, humour etc.)

combined with a Shakespearean tragedy….and all told in language that was so easy and fun

to read.I have an alcohol addiction to some degree and while reading it I realized there were so

many comments or perspectives that I could really relate to that will help me understand and

manage my problem much better. Hopefully avoiding the downward spiral Mike went through

at my age. I am 53 years old and only drink on weekends so I thought for many years I didn’t

have a problem. It was a shock for me to learn that even at this age the disease can escalate

from weekends only to something far much worse.Mike and Maureen…thanks again for the

book, it has meant a lot to my wife and I and I think an important step in saving our marriage.

  

Wasted: An Alcoholic Therapist's Fight for Recovery in a Flawed Treatment System”

E.C.S.A., “After a harrowing beginning; REAL HOPE. The first half of the book takes you

through the raw and very real account of Mr. Pond's death spiral in addiction. It's hard to read.

But after absorbing that visceral account, you are ready to think through what follows in part 2;

to see and understand the flaws in our current model for addiction treatment and the exciting



new avenues for healing which are opening up. I hope the authors keep up their profound and

generous work- and that there will be a future edition of this book and their story that will help

light the way for those of us still struggling.”

sab, “Powerful read. This book provided insight into the depths of the world of alcohol

addiction. This is the first book I've read that gave me a real understanding of what an

individual might experience. It also provided an alternative look at treatments outside of AA. I

found that I am guilty of some of the associated biases related to addiction, without intending to

have done so. I highly recommend this book if you are someone who works with individuals

dealing with addiction and you are struggling to find solutions or understanding of why they just

can't stop.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Real and Honest Humility. This biography is an admittance in repeated

failures in the journey to get sober and seek peace. The undeniable truth in the support

needed from unconditional love provides hope. Anyone who suffers from the shame of

addiction and relapse can learn from Mike's story and see there's light at the end of the tunnel.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I agree with the premise but love alanon.... The story of Mike's spiral into

addiction was of course the most interesting. I was annoyed at first with the as putdowns but

then realized a lot of the description of Mike's experience was like my daughter's. 32 ER trips?

Sounds about right. I'm glad at one point a noted doctor said modern treatments like

interviewing parallel AA because it sure sounded like AA or alanon to me. alanon saved my

life . The group therApy approach of alanon works and gives comfort to many families of

addicts so don't be quick to dismiss it.”

MyPublicName, “Heart wrenching and so hopeful. As an Al-Anon member for 20 years now

(grand daughter, daughter and niece of alcoholics) I have struggled with the program's "god",

with "powerlessness" (I've always felt that there was more we could, as family members and

society as a whole especially after 3 years in al-anon my mom died drinking and driving -

thankfully it was a a single vehicle accident), with the disparaging phrase from AA's big book

"Rarely have we seen a person fail who has thoroughly followed our path. Those who do not

recover are people who cannot or will not completely give themselves to this simple program,

usually men and women who are constitutionally incapable of being honest with themselves.

There are such unfortunates. They are not at fault; they seem to have been born that way."

These are not the words of an inclusive, accepting and loving program. AA also says people

need to hit their own "rock bottom" or, it has to get so bad they are shocked into wanting to

change their lives. Often, rock bottom is death. How is it reasonable that we let people

deteriorate or die because their substance addled brains were not "ready" to get sober?Mike

Pond's book brings it all home for me. There IS more we can do if we could just get health

care providers to stop writing prescriptions for AA and sending them on their way. I can't even

say that doctors should prescribe AA in addition to other therapies. An AA meeting is only as

healthy as the people who show up at it and you cannot control that and have no idea what

they are sending their patients to. So many other treatments - including medications - are

available if they would just incorporate them into their practises.I'm going to recommend this to

my program friends but I already know what they will say. Pond didn't surrender it's his own

fault it took so long to get sober and look, he's sober now, AA did work for him. All the while

railing on about evil Big Pharma. But, I don't want to digress.Anyone seriously interested in

addiction disorders - families, addicts please read this. Especially health care providers, I



implore you, pick this up and buy copies for your co-workers.”

FiddleChickPatti, “An excellent look at 12 step alternatives. In a world where “go to AA” is the

supposed cure all for alcoholics, this book shines a light on a more evidence based model.

Reading this book, for me, makes me feel like I’m reading it from my son’s point of view. “You’re

not trying hard enough,” “You haven’t surrendered, you need to surrender!” When you try and

try and something just isn’t working, maybe we should try looking at another avenue rather

than continuing to shove the same solution at all alcoholics/addicts and watching them quickly

losing their will to even try any more. Mike Pond has hit the nail on the head with this one. I look

forward to the day where more evidence based treatment options are available.”

Miss Chris, “Like anyone who struggles with or has addiction in their .... Like anyone who

struggles with or has addiction in their lives be it family or friends I have read a number of

books on the subject and this book resonated with me because, it confirmed what I feeling

about addiction and the methods of recovery and programs....not a cookie-cutter approach and

you can't badger people into sobriety or in my case leave them on the street because you

know....that's what you should do...hit rock bottom.This book gave me, the mother of a son with

addiction struggles coupled with a family history of alcoholics some hope and confirmation that

new methods, love and support will not be "wasted"Thank you Mr. Pond!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Helpful and truthful. To Mike and for Maureen who took a chance, God

bless you both. I know more now than when I was married. Their father was an alcoholic and

we split after 17 plus years. I learned that he was never honest with me which now I realise he

was never honest with himself. We split just as the children were entering adolescence. They

are both on that destructive path through drug and alcohol abuse. I've attended workshops to

understand these addictions. I'm so frustrated with the medical community but I also learned

that I need to take care of myself and move on. I see now its up to my children to get well and

I'm open to contact from them.  I'm keeping the faith.”

Catherine Y, “A truly GREAT book for people struggling with addiction issues. A truly GREAT

book for people struggling with addiction issues, either their own or someone they love. This

author relays his personal experiences in a way that enables the reader to see & feel the world

through the eyes of the addict. It is written in easy-going, simple language, making it it highly

digestible by anyone! This book has immensely improved my understanding of the incredible

struggle faced by members of both my family and my community with issues of addiction. As a

non-addict, I am very grateful for this genuine insight... It’s worth its weight in gold! We need

more books like this!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 119 people have provided feedback.
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